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ON THE INTEGRALS OF PERRON TYPE
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P. S. BULLEN AND C. M. LEE

ABSTRACT. An abstract derívate system is defined axiomatically, and then

a naturally corresponding Perron integral theory is developed, unifying all the

existing integral theories of Perron type of first order. A new scale of approxi-

mately mean-continuous integrals and a new scale of symmetric Cesaro-Perron

integrals are obtained as examples of the general theory. Also, the A/Z-integral

and the SCP-integral are proved to be equivalent.

0. Introduction. In calculus, usually two fundamental concepts of integration

are introduced. One corresponds to the idea of Riemann integral as a limit of cer-

tain approximating sums and the other to that of Newton integral understood as an

antiderivative. These two integrals are related by the fundamental theotem of in-

tegration calculus. However, they are not equivalent. Even the more powerful

Lebesgue integral does not include the Newton integral. This leads to the ptoblem

of defining an integral which includes both Lebesgue and Newton integrals. Both

Denjoy and Perron gave solutions to the problem by defining a D^-integral and a

P-integral (see [22]), respectively. The approach to -1^-integral starts from the

Lebesgue integral, and is a complicated (though beautiful) transfinite inductive

process, successively using Cauchy extension and Harnack extension. On the

other hand, the approach to P-integral does not use any Lebesgue theory and is

a simple synthesis process of the fundamental concepts of integration in calculus.

Nevertheless, -iAintegral and  P-integral are in fact equivalent [22]. Thus, many

authors have adopted the simple Perron method in defining more general integrals;

many of them have applications to the coefficient problem of trigonometric series.

See, for example, Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [15], James [l0]-[l2], Burkill [5],

and Taylor [27].

We propose here to study various integrals of Perron type. We do this by ob-

taining a general Perron integral theory defined in an abstract "derivative sys-

tem", which is assumed to satisfy only certain axioms (§l). Thus, we unify all
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the integral theories of Perron type of first order known to us. In addition, the   P-

and  R-integral theories of Romanovski [2l] and the abstract integral theory of

Pfeffer [19] are contained in our general theory as particular cases (§4). We note

that such kind of general abstract theory has been done for integrals of most of the

other types. For example, Lebesgue integral has been defined in the abstract mea-

sure space, the integral of Riemann type in the divison space ([9] and [l8]), the

integral of Denjoy type in the Romanovski space ([21] and [26]).

The definition and the elementary properties of our integral are given in §2,

and convergence theorems similar to those of Lebesgue integral in §3. A differen-

tial property and a characterization of integrability are given in §5 for integrals

defined in abstract derívate system in the real line. The latter is used to prove the

equivalence of MZ-integral [15] and SCP-integral [5] in §6, where a scale of sym-

metric  CP-integrals and a scale of approximately mean-continuous integrals are

also briefly stated as examples for our general theory.

1. Settings. Let X be a given set, a a given collection of subsets of X. For

A C X, define  crA  by

aA = \A' I A' £ a and A'C A\.

1.1. Base mappings. Let A £ a. A subset ß of aA  will be called a base in

A  if A £ ß and if for each A   £ ß there exists a finite set of disjoint A .£ ß with

A   H A'= 0 for each  i and i\J . A .) U A  =A. By a base mapping  on a we mean a

mapping S on  a such that for each A £ a, the image  £(A) is a collection of bases

in A  satisfying the following axioms:

(Si) ßv ß2 £ ÍB(A)  implies   ß1Dß2£ SU);

($2)/3e!B(A) and A' £ ß imply that ßA> = (A "| A "e ß and A "c A'\ £ SU');

(S3) ß  € S(A.), A.£ a tot  1 = 1, 2, and A^ A2 = 0, A;u A2 £ o imply that

/3, © |S2 = jAj'u A2 I A'.£ ß. fot i = 1, 2, and A[ u A'2 £ a\£ S(A ( u A.,).

1.2. Derivate operators. Let A £ a, ß a subset of aA, and  ü a semivector

space of (set) functions defined on /3, where by a semivector space L we mean

that  F     F   £ C implies a-j F   + a  F   £ C for all real numbers  a     a    > 0. A

lower derívate operator on  L   is defined to be a mapping J) with domain  i) x A

such that, for each v £ ü and for each x e A, the image  iAv, x) = X f(x) is an ex-

tended real value, and satisfying the following axioms:

(Î1) for all x£ A, 3)(0, x) = 0;

(®2) for all x e A, v., v2 £ C, ®(t-1 + tz2, x) > 3Xi/p x) + ®(v2, x) whenever

the addition on the right-hand  side makes  sense;

(3)3) for all x e A, t; e Ö, a> 0, |(a«, x) = a®(iz, x);
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(3)4) for all x £ A,  2)(- v, x) < - 3Xiz, x) whenever both  v and  - v are in  C.

For each v £ h, x £ A, defining

$i-v,x)--$Kv,x),

we call Ju the  upper derívate operator cotresponding to J). Letting C =

jv | - f e I3},_we see that C x A  is the domain of A It is easy to see that Ju has

properties  (3)l)-(3)4), of which the meaning is immediate. Furthermore, for f£

on D,
DA x) > $>, x),       ©(a*, x) = cWLv, x)

tor all x £ A  and  a < 0.

If 5)(v, x) and 5Xf, x) are equal, we say that v is JJ-differentiable  at  x, and

the common value, denoted by iAv, x) or hvix) is called the  ^-derivative  oí v

at x; fot example, clearly -D(0, x) = 0 for all x £ A.

1.3. Legitimate mappings. Let   F be an extended real-valued (set) function

defined on y, a collection of subsets of X. F is said to be superadditive  on  y if

f(LU,)> 2><<V

for every finite collection \A .\ oí disjoint sets from y for which   \J .A .£ y and

the additions  'S.. FÍA .) make sense. F is defined to be subadditive  if and only of
7 I '

— F is superadditive. If  F is both superadditive and subadditive, we say that F

is addit ive.

Given a base mapping S on a, let I be a mapping such that for each A £

o,  ß £ £iA), the_ image  "(A, ß) is a semivector space of real-valued functions de-

fined on  /3. If m  satisfies further the following axioms, wc say that I  is a   le-

gitimate mapping  on  o with base mapping  £>.

Cjl) For any ßy, ß2 £ %(A) with ßx C ß^, %iA, ßj D MU, ß2).

01Î2) For any ß £ %iA) and any A' £ ß,%iA, ß)\ A'=\M\ßA'\ Me3li(A, 0)1 C

»(V.jfV).

CÏ3) For Ap A2, ßj, 02, as in (S3), if lelU,, j8.) for  i = 1, 2, then

MjjCÎRUjU A2, j8j © z32), whete   M^M') = M^ ) + M^) for any  A' =

A,' u A2'   in /3j 0 /32 with A! e ß.^ z = 1, 2.

(^Mj =M2  on  ß and  Mj e 1(A, ß) imply that  M^MA, ß).

(•Tí5) WA, z3) is closed under uniform sequence convergences in jS (i.e. if

Pn e»(A, ß) fot n = 1, 2, 3, • • •, and  F^ -^ F uniformly in  -3, then  F e MM, 0)).

1.4. Inequality properties. By an   inequality property on set functions we mean

a property /   satisfying the following axioms.

(/ l) If Fj  and F¿  are two set functions defined on y and if both  F    and

F2  satisfy the property  /   on y, then a, Fi + a2F2  satisfies  F on y whenever
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a  F   + a  F    makes sense, where aj, a2  are nonnegative real numbers.

(/2) If a set function satisfies  /   on domains  yx, y2, respectively, it does so

on  yxn y2  and yf U yr

(f3) If F    and F    ate two set functions on y with F   > F    and  F    satisfies

/   on y, then  Fx   satisfies  /   on y.

If /   is an inequality property, we denote its dual property by  {_ and by this

we mean that  F satisfies  I_ if and only if - F satisfies  / . We will come across

two kinds in inequality properties in the examples considered later; one is defined

by means of inequalities containing the lower dérivâtes of functions; the other is

defined by means of inequalities containing the function values.

1.5. Derivate systems. Let A be a fixed collection of subsets of X closed

under countable set unions, i.e. E   £ TL fot « = 1   2, 3, • • ■  imply that  U   E   £ 71.
, n *     *     ' L   ' n    n

For convenience, we say that a property pix) is true almost everywhere (a.e.) in

A ( C X) if pix) is true for all x in A  except at most for points of a set in Si.

Given a legitimate mapping ill on a with a base mapping §> and an inequality

property / , suppose that, for each A £ a,  ß £ m(A), there exists a lower derívate

operator ±¡_A n on %(A, ß). If the following axioms are satisfied, we say that

OH, 3), fB, ÎI, / ) is a derívate system  on a.

(ipl)For Ax£o, A2£aA , M.£%(A., ß), i = 1, 2, Mj = M.,  on ßl n ß2,

one has 3)^ ß^Mv x) = ?A2/32(M2, x) for each x e A.,.

(Sïïlto) If M £ %iA, ß) with §AßiM, x) > 0 a.e. in A and M satisfies the in-

equality property /, then M > 0 on ß.

Note that by axiom (i)!Ml), we can always (without any ambiguity) write

3)(M, x) instead of §AßiM, x).

2. The integral^ Let X be a given set and a a given collection of subsets

of X, and let P = OK, £, S, Si, I ) be a derívate system on a. If we need other

derívate systems on a, we will denote them by  P. = OH1, X,, S., Si     I   ) etc.

2.1. Major and minor functions. Let A £ a,  ß£ S(A) and / be an extended

real-valued function defined and finite a.e^in A. A function M is a  P-major func-

tion of / on A  with base  ß, written M£%(A, ß), if

(ñl)M£%(A, ß);

(%2)§(M, x)>/(x)a.e. in A;

01¡3) M satisfies T.

A function to is a  P-minor function of / on A  with base  ß, written to e

%f (A, ß), if - to £ % _f(A, ß). We will write

MA, /3)=i-M| M£%(A, ß)\.
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It is easy to see that m £ M AA, ß) if and only if

iml)m£%iA, ß);

U2)3Xm, x) </(x) a.e. in A;

(7723) 722 satisfies /.

The following lemma is fundamental for our theory. We omit the proof, which

is trivial by (tTC2).

Lemma 1. For  Mel  (A, ß),  m£M. (A, ß),  M-m  is superadditive and non-

negative on ß. In particular, MÍA) > 772(A).

2.2. The definition of the integral. If both %AA, ß) and %AA, ß) are not

empty and

infÍM(A)|M £%fÍA, z3)| = sup MA) I m elíA, ß)} ¿ + oc,

then we say that / is  P-integrable on A with base /3, and the common value, Je-

noted by (P)-/¿ /, is called the  P-integral of / on A with base ß. The set of

P-integrable functions on A with base  ß will be denoted by PÍA, ß).

The following lemma is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.

Lemma 2. f £ PÍA, ß) if and only if for each e > 0 there exist M £ %. (A, ß)

and m e% (A, ß) with MÍA) - 727(A) < e.

Lemma 3. Let  ßv ß2 £ %ÍA) with ßy C ßr If f£ PÍA, ßj, then f £ PÍA, ß^

and two integrals are equal. In particular if ß, ß'£ SíA) and f £ PÍA, ß) and f £

PiA,ß'),theniP)-f$f = iP)-fß'f.

This lemma follows from Olli), (Lulu) and 081) immediately. Henceforward,

we can often without any ambiguity leave the base unspecified. We also note that

if / = g a.e. in A  and f £ PÍA, ß), then g £ PÍA, ß), and the integral of / is equal

to the integral of g.

2.3. Elementary properties of the integral. The following properties are easily

proved.

(A) PÍA, ß) is a vector space and the  P-integral is linear on PÍA, ß).

ÍB) If f£ PÍA, ß) and A A ß, then f£ PÍA', ßA>). Furthermore if Ap A2£

ß with AjC A2=0and A,U A2 = A, then fAf=fAl f+ U2I-

(C) If f£ PÍA., ß.) for 1 = 1, 2, where A^ A., = 0 and A{U A2£a, then

f€ PUjU A2, ßL® ß2) and UxuA2l = /a, / + /a2/*

(D) Let  FeÎIÎ(A, /3A)lî(A, /3) and satisfy both T and  /_• If 3)F(x) exists and

is finite a.e. in A, then T>F £ PÍA, ß) and fA 3)F = FÍA).
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If /e PÍA, ß), then by (ß), we see that f£ PiA', ßA>) fot each A' e ß. De-

fine FÍA') = fA' f for each A   £ ß. F is called the primitive  of / on A  with base

/3. By (b), we know that  F is additive on ß, so that one gets easily the following

properties. _

(E) Let / £ PÍA, ß) with primitive  F, and M £ %fiA, ß), m £ "MfÍA, ß). Then

M - F, F - m ate both superadditive and nonnegative on ß.

(F) If F is a primitive of / e PÍA, ß), then  F £ tÍA, ß) n ÏÏiA, ß).

(G) Let P. = ÍM1, J)., S., Jí., / .) be a derívate system on a fot i = 1, 2. Sup-

pose that ÜR1 (A, j6) C !Hï2(A, ß), Jïj C 1T2, and that each function satisfying /j

satisfies  T2, and 3^ (M, x) < 3)., (M, x) for each M£%liA, ß), then

Pt(A,/3)CP2(A,/3)    and    (Pj)- J/ = (P2)- J/

for each /e Pj U, /3).

We remark that (F) follows from OH 5) and the following lemma, while the other

properties follow directly from the definitions and previous lemmas.

Lemma 4. // / £ PÍA, ß) with primitive  F, then there exists a sequence  \M,\ C

%f(A, ß) and a sequence [toJ C %fiA, ß) such that  0 < Mfe(A') - FÍA') < l/k and

0 < FÍA') - mAA') < l/k for each A'£ ß.

3. Convergence theorems. With some reasonable restrictions on the derivate

system, we now obtain some convergence theorems for our integral similar to those

for the Lebesgue integral. Our proofs (cf. [19]) are different from the usual ones

for various known integrals of Perron type since we do not appeal to the correspond-

ing  theorems for Lebesgue  integral. In fact, our general abstract setting does not

even contain any concept related to the Lebesgue integral. Throughout this sec-

tion, we assume that the derivate system  P = OH, JJ, S, 7l, / ) satisfies the follow-

ing additional axioms.

0IÏ5') If \Mn\C%iA, ß) and M^ Î Al on ß, then M£%ÍA, ß), where by  Mn î M

on ß we mean that M   (A') < M     Aa') fot each A' £ ß and for tz = 1, 2, 3, • • •,

and M  (A*) —<■ MÍA1) as n —> + «= for each A' £ ß.

(3):>ll3)For M£%ÍA, ß) with M > 0 on ß, 2) (M, x) > 0 for all xeA.

Note that (-D!'IÎ3) is a very natural axiom, while if it should be true that each

function in MÍA, ß) is additive on ß then OH5) implies  (DIÏ5').

Theorem 1. Suppose that j , f are functions defined and finite almost every-

where in A  and f   £ PÍA, ß) for n = 1, 2, 3, • •• ^rza" / (x) Î fix) almost every-

where in A. Then ¡£ PÍA, ß) and limn //   = //.

Proof. First,  note that if gix) < hix) almost everywhere in A and g, h £
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P(A ß), then   fg < Jh. This, in fact, follows ditectly ftom the definition of the

integtal.

Now, let   F    be the ptimitive of  /    for  72 = 1, 2, 3, • • •. Then by ptoperty

(F),  F   ei (A, /3)n3R(A, ß). For each  f > 0, choose  M   £%.   (A, ß) such that
72 n 1 n

0 < M   -F   < e/2n for 72 = 1, 2, 3,- • ■, which is possible by Lemma 4. In  ß, let

N, = M,, and for 72 > 2,  N   =M   + S"~ ! (M . - F .). Then  N   £ %. (A, ß) and  N    >
11' —       '72 71 1 =  11 2 72 ' 72   —

M . Furthetmote,

N     , = M     . + N   - F
n + l 71 + 1 72 71

> M     , + N   - F     ,     as     F<F     .
— 71 + 1 72 72 + 1 71   —        71 + 1

> N      as     M     , > F     ..
— 71 71 + 1   —        71 + 1

Thus,  Nnl N in  ß. By  0K5 '),  N £%ÍA, ß). By (H),  N satisfies  T since  Mr

does and  N > N    >M. Moreover, by  (3)2) and  (3jzll3), one easily shows that

SXzV, x) > fix) almost everywhere in A. Thus, we have proved that  N £%AA, ß).

Furthermore, since

77-I

N ÍA)< M ÍA)+  Z  e/2-

71- 1 72

< FnÍA) + e/2" +  Z  f/2'= F (A) + ^ f/2!'    for 72 = 2, 3, 4, • • •,
i=l " i=l

one has

inffM(A)|M eîlî/A, j8)|< NÍA) < lim F (A) + e.
f - -     n        n

As   e is arbitrary, we see that

infizM(A)|M eJiî (A, ß)\< lim FnÍA).
77

Similarly, using minor functions, one can ptove that ¿K/(A, ß) is not empty and

supU(A)|772 elfÍA, ß)}> lim FÍA).
n

Thus, by Lemma 1, f e P(Ay ß) and

J/=limFn = lim//n,

completing the proof.

Theorem 2. Suppose that f , f are functions defined and finite almost every-

where in A, and fn £ PÍA, ß) for n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • •. Further, suppose that

lira inf    / (x) = fix)  almost everywhere in A. If

iní\MÍA)\M eÍinf      (A, ß)} >-<*,,
n 77

then

infiMA)|M £%kA, ß)}< lim inf   f/./     r   -     „     Ja'«

Proof. Let  g„(*) = inf k¿nfkíx) almost everywhere in  A.
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Then fk > gn tot each k > n and g„(x) î /(x) a.e. in A. Hence

infÍM(A)|M e Jîî    (A, /3)!<inf!M(A)|M £%, (A, ß)\

for  k>n since %f   {A, ß) C ï^ (A, /3) by /*>«„.   Thus,

inf¡,M(A)|M e3ïï    (A, ß)} < inf   f   /,
s ^    - Ja '*

lence

lim[infÍM(A)|M e 5R    (A, ß)|] < lim inf   f   /.
M 8M r, JA       «

..    'fe
^211

for tz = 1, 2, 3, • • •. Hence

Now, as  gn î / and inf i/Vl(A) \ M £%.     ÍA, ß)\ > - *,, following an argument

similar to that in the proof of Theorem 1, one proves easily that

lim [inf S MA) | zM el    ÍA, $)}]> inf {AfU ) I Af e)R,U, fi)j,

and the proof is hence completed.

Theorem 3. Suppose that h, g, f   £ PÍA, ß) and g(x) < / (x) < hix) almost

everywhere in A  for n = 1, 2, 3, ■ • • . // / is a function defined and finite almost

everywhere in A  with lim    / (x) = fix) almost everywhere in A, then f £ PÍA, ß)

and  ff = lim    ff .
j i n ■" n

Proof. Let  <ßn = fn - g,  A = f - g,  A = h - g. Then 0 < <pn < A almost every-

where in A, so that 0 < inf   A   < sup <p   < yj almost everywhere in A. Hence

infÍM(A)|M el      L  ÍA, ß)} > - ~
inf  <p

n    n

and

supÍto(A)|to e)Hsu    ^(A,ß)i< + oo.
71      71

By Theorem 2 and its dual, we see that

a = inf|M(A)|M e3H^(A, ß)i < lim inf   f   <pn,
71

b = sup|m(A)| to £%AA, ß)} > lim sup   f   A
n JA      n

as   A (x) —► Aix) almost every where in  A. By Lemma 1, we have  a > b, and in

general we have lim sup > lim inf, so that  A £ PÍA, ß) and  JA = lim    JA .

Now, / = A + g, so that by property (A), we see that f £ PÍA, ß) and  //=

lim    // , completing the ptoof.

4. Some general integrals as particular cases. In [21 ], Romanovski has defined

a P-integtal and a  R-integral in certain abstract spaces, and in [19], Pfeffer has

defined another integral in topological spaces with certain local net convergence

structure. We show briefly how all these integrals can be obtained from our theory.

Let  (X, a, p) be a Romanovski space. For this and for some of the following

terminologies and notations, we refer to [21 ] and [26]. For each  A £ a, let S(A) =
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let. ( and 5ÜG4, ff^) = 5S W) = {F | F is additive on  aA  and is continuous from in-

tetiot on A j. _

Then ® is a base mapping and JïAs a legitimate mapping on a according

to the definition in §1.

For a function  F defined on  aA, let

z  ^ ,.     -  ,        ^A>)
DFix) =     lim inf       ——jr ,

A'eo-A,xeA'  (iW >

where  B denotes the closure of  B in  X. We say that  F satisfies  /   on  aA  if

DFix) > — oo except pethaps for points x of countably many boundaries of sets in

a. Then  /   and ACG (defined in [21]) are both inequality properties as defined in

§1.

Let 31 = the family of all subsets of  X with zero  zj-measure, and let  P =

OR, D, % 31, T),  R = 0K, D, S, 31, ACG). It follows from lemmas on pp. 92 and 95 in

[21] that both  P and  R are derívate systems on  a. The  P-integral and  R-integral

are just those defined by Romanovski in [21 ].

By the theotem on p. 77 in [21], we see easily that both  P- and  R-integrals

have a differential property similar to that given in Theorem 4, next section.

Whether thete is a result similar to Theorem 5 below for the  P-integral here is an

open question. The proof of Theorem 5 depends on the Zahorski function on the

teal line. Thus, if such a function could be constructed on an atbittary Romanovski

space, the question could be settled.

Now, turning to the Pfeffer integral, we denote the  P in [19] by  X, and let

(X, a, k, G) be the setting thete. Noticing the meanings of the operators # and *

in [19], we define the derívate system  P = (3H, *, S, 3l, / ) on  a as follows. For

each  A £ a, define S(A) = \aA \ and 3IÍU, oA) = JR(A) = \F | F is a function defined

and superadditive on  oA, and there exists a countable set  Zp C X such that

„F(x, A)> 0 fot each x £ Zp U |«.j and„(- G)(x, A)>0 for each  x £ Zp\. 3l is

defined to be the family of all countable subsets of  X. By   F to satisfy the ptoperty

/   on  aA, we mean that  *F(x, A) > - 00 for all x £ A ~ Zp. That   P such defined

is in fact a derivate system on  a follows from Lemma 5-9 in [19], The   P-integral

is just that defined by Pfeffer in [191. Whethet this   P-integral has a differential

property tequires further investigation.

5. Further properties of the integral on the real line. Throughout this section,

let  X be the real line, and  a the family of all bounded half-open intervals like

[a, bV = |x I a < x < b\. We are going to obtain a differential property of the integral

and a characterization of integrability and also a vety general integration by parts

formula fot thejntegral corresponding to an abstract derivate system on   o.

Let  P = im, J), J>, 31, / ) be a derivate system on  a. Furthermore, we assume

that for each  ß £ %Va, bV), the set  B = U A eß À  is of measure  b - a, where A
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denotes the endpoints  of the interval A. Also, we assume that each M £

5H([a, b[, ß) is additive on  ß.

Then the interval function M on ß is in one-to-one correspondence to the

point function M    on B  as follows:

M*(x)   = MÍ[a, x[) tot each x £ B~|a},

= 0 for x-a,

Mi[x, y[) = M*iy) - M*(x)    for each  [x, y[ £ ß.

Should no ambiguities arise, we will not distinguish the interval functions M on

ß and the point functions M on B. Sometimes, we also call S a base in [a, b].

Note that by the remark at the beginning of §3,   P also satisfies the axiom

OH5 ). We assume furthermore that   P satisfies the following additional axioms.

(3)5) Each j)AI is Lebesgue measurable.

(3)6) 3X/V1, x) > DÍM, x), where  QÍM, x) denotes the ordinary lower derivate of

M at x, i.e.

DÍM, x) = DMix) = lim inf Mk *[)
xe[a,è],[a,è[e^A       ¿> - a

if  M  is a function defined and additive on   <7..

Theorem 4. Suppose that f £ PÍA, ß) with primitive  F. Then 3)Fix) exists

and is finite almost everywhere in A.

Proof  Let  k, e be arbitrary given positive numbers. By Lemma 2 there exists

M £%fÍA, ß),  m£%.fÍA, ß) such that  MÍA) - míA) < kt, and also MÍA) - FÍA) <

ke. Let  E0 be the set of points x for which at least one of the following inequal-

ities  3)/M(x) > fix),  3)to(x) < fix) fails to hold. Then  F0 is of measure zero. Ob-

serve that by property (F),  F e)H(A, ß)n)R(A, ß) so that  M - F £%ÍA, ß). Hence

by  (3)5), 3)(M - F) is measutable, so that the set  E,   of points  x in  A  on which

3)(M - F, x) > k is measurable. We prove that  piE,) < c as follows, where  p is

the Lebesgue measure on the real line.

Let   B =  UAeßA. Considet  M, F as point functions on   B, and define

RA\x)= Mix)- Fix) for x £ B, and   Rj(x) = supy(rßn[a x] R¡íy) tot x £ A ~ B,

where   a is the left endpoint of  A. Then  R.   is monotone increasing in  A, and

further  Rj is in 5H(A, ß) by  OK4). Thus,  DiRv x), and hence  SXRj, x) by  (3)6),

exists and is finite almost everywhere in  A, and

ÍL)-f   3)(Rj, x)ax = (L)-J^ D{RV x) dx   < R^A) = MÍA) - FÍA) < ke,

where  (L) denotes that the integral concerned is the Lebesgue integral. But

(L)-f   SXr,, x)dx>ÍL)-^E    3)(Rj, x)dx> kpiEk),
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so that  ( > piE,), which is what we want to ptove.

Now, fot  x </ EkU F0,

3)(F, x) > 3XzW, x) - 3Xr, x) > fix) - k.

As  k and  e are arbitrary, it follows that  MF, x) >/(x) almost everywhere in  A.

In a like manner, using minor functions, we can ptove that XF(x) < fix) almost

evetywhete in A. Then it follows that J)F(x) exists and J'F(x) = fix) almost every-

in  A, completing the proof.

Corollary 1. Let f £ PÍA, ß). Then f is measurable in A.

Corollary 2. Let f £ PÍA, ß),   M £%AA, ß),  m £%fÍA, ß). Then 5)M(x) and

Dmix) exist and are finite almost everywhere in A.

Suppose that the above derivate system   P satisfies in addition the following

two axioms. We are going to obtain a characterization of integrability following

the line of McGtegot in [16].

0IÏ6) Each function M continuous in [a, b] belongs to Tlï([a, bV, ß) in the sense

that the function   M*([x, y[) = Miy) - Mix) fot   [x, y[ £ at    fe[ belongs to

%iVa, bV, ß).

il4) Let  C C 31 be closed under finite set unions. A function   F satisfies the

inequality property  /   if and only if  J3F(x) > - °° except perhaps for points of a

set in  C. '

Fot convenience, we say that a property   pix) is true nearly everywhere (n.e.)

in  A  if  pix) is ttue fot all  x in  A  except at most fot points of a set in  C. Note

that the propetty   /   defined in il 4) is an inequality property, but not every in-

equality property is defined in this way.

Theorem 5. Let f be a function finite almost everywhere in  A = [a, bV. Then

f £ PÍA, ß) if and only if for each  e > 0,   there exist functions  T, l such that

(i)Tel(A, ß), ze3jUA, ß);

íii) iiTix), 3)tix)  exist n.e. in A   and are finite a.e. in  A;

(iii) + °o/ 3)/(x) < fix) < S)T(x) 5¿ - oo n.e. in A;

Uv) TÍA) -tiA)<(.

Proof. It is clear that the conditions ate sufficient. To see that the conditions

are necessary, let f £ PÍA, ß). Then for each  f > 0, take  M e3fi  (A, ß)t  m e

JR.(A, ß) with  MÍA) - míA) < c/2, which is possible by Lemma 2. By Cotollary 2

to Theorem 4,  J)zVl(x), and  5)m(x) exist and are finite a.e. in A. Let  E be the sub-

set of A where at least one of  M,   772 fails to have a finite 3)-derivative. The set

E is of measure zero, so that there is a set  E^  of measure zero and of type Gs

such that  F C Fj C A.
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Let cú be a point function defined on   [a, bl with the following properties:

(1 ) co is  AC on  [a, b];

(2) co is differentiable in the ordinary sense;

(3) co'ix) = + oo for  x £ Ex;

(4) 0 < co'ix) < + co for xe [a, fc] ~EX;

(5)<u(a) = 0 and <u(fc) < f/4.

That such a function exists is well known; see Zahorski [30] or McGregor [16]. As

co is continuous in [a, b], the corresponding interval function on  oA, also denoted

by  co, belongs to I(A, ß) by   ÖH6). Set   T = M + co,   t = to - co. Then   T e!)n(A, ß)

and  t£%ÍA, ß).

Let  C be the set of points  x on which  3)/VI(x) > - oo fails to hold. For  x e

3)T(x) > 3)zVl(x) + Dcoix) = + oo,

so that

3)r(x) = + ~ > fix).

For  x £ A ~ [Hj U C],   3)M(x) exists and is finite, so that  3)T(x) exists and is

finite, and

3)T(x) = 3)zM(x, + Dûi(x) > 3)zM(x) > /(x).

Similarly,  5)i(x) exists n.e. in A and is finite in  A, and  + °o ^ 3)0, x) < /(x)

n.e. in  A. Furthermore,

TÍA) - tíA) = MÍA) + coíA) - mÍA) + cu(A) < c.

Thus,   T, t satisfy all the required conditions, and hence the proof is completed.

Corollary. Let  Pj = \M, Lx, &, Si, I \  be another such derivate system on a

with  3),zM(x) = 3)zM(x) 7z.e.   ¿72  A   whenever one of ÍI^MÍx), 3)/M(x)   exists n.e. in A.

Then  PÍA, ß) = Pj(A, ß) and two integrals of the same function are equal.

By Theorem 5, we see that

(I) we can use the  J)-derivatives instead of  D-derivates in the definition of

major functions and minor functions;

(II) the "almost everywhere" in (M2) and   (to2) can be replaced by "nearly

everywhere".

Statement (II) is well known for most of the particular integrals of Perron type

while statement (i) is due to McGregor [16] for the classical Perron integral. The

proof here is essentially that of [16]. For a similar result for the   P"-integral, see

Bullen [2]. We will use Theorem 5 and its corollary to prove the equivalence of

the SCP-integtal and the MZ-integtal in later examples.

If the derivate system does not satisfy some extra conditions, one cannot get

any reasonable integration by parts formula; but with some reasonably mild re-

strictions, which are unfortunately hard to check in particular cases, we have
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Theorem 6. Let f £ PÍVa, bV, ß) and U be a bounded nonnegative point func-

tion on  Va, b], il' ix) exist and be nonnegative a.e. in Va, b], and such that the

following inequalities make sense and are valid for each   M e3H,([a,  bV, ß),   m £

»,(k bV, ß).

cMmu)Íx)>MÍx)U'Íx)+ UÍxWmÍx) a.e. in Va, b],

§ímU)íx)<míx)U'íx)+ UÍxWmíx) a.e. in Va, b],

í>ÍMU)íx) > - °° n.e.   in Va, b],

MmU)íx) < + °° n.e.   in Va, b].

Then if F is the primitive of f, fU + FU' £ P([a, bV, ß),  and j^^ ifU + FU') =

FiVa, bV) ■ UiVa, bV). If, in addition, FU'£ P([a, bV, ß) then so is 'fU and

fr     r   fU = FÍVa, bV)UÍVa, bV) - fr     r FU'.
Jla.bl J\_a,bl

Proof. Under the hypotheses, one can easily see that if M £M., then  MU £

3R/U+Fl/', and if 77zeîR, then  mU £ % fU + FU'. Also,  MUiVa, bV) - mUiVa, bV) is

small when MiVa, bV) - m([a, bV) is small. Hence the tequired result follows easily.

Now, we are in a position to give another proof of Theorem 3 for the derivate

system  P on  a satisfying the additional axioms   (3)3)13), (3)5), (J)6)and ÍM6),

and also that a function  F satisfies  /  whenever S) Fix) > - °°  except pethaps for

a countable set of points.

Lemma 5. // a function is   L-integrable, it is P-integrable and two integrals

are equal.

Proof. By (JH6) and property (g), if a function is classical Perron integrable

(see §6), it is   P-integrable and the two integrals are equal. It is well known that

if a function is Lebesgue integrable, it is classical Perron integrable and the two

integrals are equal. The conclusion then follows.

Lemma 6. Let /(x)>0  almost everywhere in  [a, b\. Then f is the  L-inte-

grable on Va, b] if and only if f is  P-integrable on Va, bV with a base B £

Ma, bV).

Proof. One direction is by Lemma 5. To prove the other direction, let / be

P-integrable on  [a, bV with a base  B. Since   \f\=f almost everywhere in [a, b],

it follows that   |/ |  is also  P-integrable on [a, b] with base  B. Clearly, the zero

function 0 e ÎJ      ([a, bV, B). Let  M £ ÑA ([a, bV, B). Then by Lemma 1,  M (= M - O)

is monotone increasing in  B. Define zMj(x) = Mix) for x £ B, M Ax) =

suPzeßn[a x]^(^ ^or * e ^a' b] ~ B. Then  Mj  is monotone increasing in [a, b],

so that Afj'(x) is  L-integrable on Va, b] and hence so is  §M since  M[ix) = 3)zVl(x)
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almost everywhere in [a, b] by   (3)3Hl) and   (3)6). As  / is measurable by Corollary

1 to Theorem 4, it follows that / is   L-integrable on [a, b] since |/(x) | < 3)/Vl(x)

almost everywhere in [a, £>]. The proof is hence completed.

Corollary. Let /, be  P-integrable on [a, b[ with base  B, and f2 be  L-inte-

grable on  [a, b] and /j > f2  almost everywhere in  [a, b]. Then f.   is also  L-inte-

grable on [a, b\.

Theorem 3 . Let g, h, f    in = 1, 2, 3, • • • )  be  P-integrable on  [a, b]  with a

base  B, and g(x) < / (x) < hix) almost everywhere in  [a, b] for each n, and

lim    / (x) = /(x) almost everywhere in   [a, b\. Then  f is  P-integrable on   [a, b]

with base B  and  ff = lim    ff .
j i n ■> ' n

Proof. Since 0 < / (x) - g(x) < hix) - g(x) almost everywhere in  [a, b], both

/   - g and  h - g ate   L-integrable on   [a, b] by Lemma 6. By Lebesgue dominated

theorem, we have

Hence, by Lemma 5,

lim (P)-f(/n-g) = (P)-f(/-g).
n

Now,  g is   P-integrable, so that / = (/ - g) + g is also  P-integrable and

limn ÍP)-ffn = (P)-J7, completing the proof.

We close this section by remarking that Kubota's abstract integral of Perron

type [13] is a particular case of the integral in this section. In fact, taking  S(A) =

\oA \,  K = i 0 S and the inequality property   /   to mean JJFix) > — 00, one gets

Kubota's setting and his integral if axiom   (J)4) is replaced by the equivalent ax-

iom:

(J)4 ) J)(f j + t>2)(x) > Dvj(x) + j)vAx) whenever the ordinary derivative  Dv^ix)

exists.

Axioms (3)4) and (jD4 ) are equivalent in the sense that one follows from the

other by axioms   (3)2), (3)3), (3)6) and the corresponding properties (3)2), (3)3) and

(3)6). Incidentally, note that Kubota did not assume axiom (3) 5) explicitly. How-

ever, in proving a result corresponding to our Lemma 6, he did use implicitly (see

the second last sentence in his ptoof of Theorem 3.8 [13]) our Corollary 1 to Theo-

rem 4, and axiom (3)5) is essential in the proof of this corollary.

6. Examples. Some integrals defined in certain abstract spaces have been

illustrated in §4. In this section, we give some concrete integrals defined in the

real line as examples. As in §5,  X is to be the real line, o the family of all

bounded half-open intervals like [a, b[, and Si the family of all subsets of  X with

zero Lebesgue measure. Also, the interval functions are all to be additive, and

hence are not to be distinguished from the point functions as we have mentioned

in §5.
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6.1. The scale of CP-integrals. For each derivate system to be defined in this

subsection, the base mapping  S will be the same and is to be defined as  MA) -

\a. j for each. A e a. Legitimate mappings and derivate operators will be defined

by induction. Once a lower derivate operator -D is defined, a function  F will be

said to satisfy the property  /   if and only if 3jF(x) > - °° except for a countable

set of points. Note that fot all lower derivate operators used below, the property

/   so defined is an inequality property.

For each A = [a, bV, let m (A) = \M \ M  is continuous in  [a, b]\. Denoting

CQDMÍx) the otdinary lower derivate of  M at   x, we let   PQ = ÍM   , CQD, 53, 31, / ).

Then   PQ is a derivate system on   a. The  PQ-integral is just the ordinary Perron

integral [22], [17]. Suppose that for each « >1, the derivate system P„_i =

(I""1, Cn_xD, 35, 31, T) has been defined. For each M £ Pn_:iVa, bV) and for each

x e [a, b] and  h 4 0 with x + h £ Va, b], let

C ÍM; x, x + h) = — (P     , )-[X+h ix + h- t)n" XMil) dt.
n     '    ' k„       n-1   Jx

Then  M is said to be  C -continuous at x if lim¿_0 C (M; x, x + b) = M(x). Let

3R"([a, è[) = |M I M  is  C -continuous in [a, è]l,
71

and fot each  M define

C D M(x) = lim inf 1¿- ÍC (M; x, x + i) - Af(x)}.
__*L_ ¿^     ¿

Then it can be shown that  P    = (311", C D   £   31   / ) is a derivate system on  a.
72 71      ' '

The  P -integtal is in fact equivalent (see Bosanquet [1J) to the  C P-integral of

Burkill in [3], [4].

That  P    is in fact a derivate system on  a follows easily from Theorem 2.2

in [4], For the theorem, there is a defect in Burkill's original proof (see [4, line

9, p. 546]). This defect was noted recently and independently by Verblunsky in

[28]. For a correct proof, we refer to [29] or [23].

6.2. A scale of approximately mean-continuous integrals. Ellis, starting from

the general Denjoy integtal has defined a scale of mean-continuous integrals [8],

which is more general than the scale of  CP-integrals ([3], [4], or subsection 6.1).

However, Ellis' M  -continuity and Butkill's C -continuity ate equivalent for func-

tions defined on intervals (see [24]). This leads us to consider a scale of approxi-

mately mean-continuous integrals.

First, we recall some concepts to be used. Generalizing the concept of AC

functions, we say that a function   F ¡s AÇ (cf. [20]) on a set  E if for each  f > 0

there exists a  S > 0 such that  2r \Fib ) - Fía )\ > - ( for all finite sets

ilflr> bfJ! of nonoverlapping intervals with endpoints in  E and with  S (¿7   - a ) < 8.

A function is said to be (ACG) on a set F if F is a union of countably many closed

sets on each of which the function is AC. Note that  (ACG) is an inequality prop-

erty as defined in §1.
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For A £ a, letting M  be a function defined on  A, we denote

a nut  \                 i-     • /       M(x + b) - Mix)ADMKx) = app     lim inf _-.,
h~0,x+heA "

the lower approximate derivate of M at x.

Now, replacing CQD by AD, and  /   by (ACG) in the derivate system  Pn in

subsection 6.1, we obtain a new derivate system, say AMQP = OH  , A_DJ A, Si,

(ACG)). The A/Vf .P-integral is in fact equivalent to the general Denjoy integral

([20]). _

Suppose that for each n > 1, the derivate system AM P m (AUK"-1, AD_, S,

Si, (ACG)) has been defined, where AM = ÎH . We say that a function F is AM -

continuous at x if F is AM       P-integrable on an interval containing  x and

app lim — (AM^jP)-^ (x + h - t)*'1 Fit) dt = Fix).

h~0

Define

A%"iA) = \M | M  is AMn-continuous in A]

tot each A £ a, and let

AM P = (Ä1", AD, S, Si, (ACG)).
71 — ———

Thus, inductively, we have defined AM  P for « = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • •. It can be proved

in a very similar way to the case of  P    in subsection 6.1 that each AM  P is in fact
J J n n

a derivate system on a. We call the  AzVl  P-integral, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, • • • , a scale of

approximately mean-continuous integrals.

The general property of AM  P-integral follows from our general theory. In

addition, one can prove that the scale is more general than both scales by Burkill

and by Ellis; the consistency of the scale and also an integration by parts formula

can be obtained similar to those of Burkill's  CP-scale and Ellis'  GM-scale.

Remarks, (l) We might define in a similar way another scale of integrals by

taking the ordinary continuity in the definition of A31Î   = m    to be the approximate

continuity. However, doing this we are unable to obtain the consistency of the

new scale.

(2) For n = 1, 2, 3, • • • , let !)H"(A) = f M \ M is  M -continuous in A (in the

sense of Ellis [8])!, and let

M P = OH", AD, SB, Si, (ACG)).
71 — -

Then  M  P is a derivate system and the M  P-integral can be proved to be equiva-

lent to Ellis' GM -integral, which was defined originally by a descriptive method

of Denjoy.

6.3. A scale of symmetric CP-integrals. Burkill has defined a SCP-integral

in [5], which is more suitable for application to trigonometric series. Although, the

SCP-integral has been investigated by many people, no "symmetric" scale cor-

responding to the CP-scale has appeared in the literature. We show briefly how
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to obtain such a symmetric scale from our general theory. We study this scale in

greater detail in another paper.

For each integer n > 1, we start from the  C       P-integral. Generalizing the

concept of C -continuity, we say that a function M is SC -continuous at x if

lim   IC ÍM; x, x + h) - C ÍM; x, x - h)\ = 0.
72 7!

h—0

We also define

SC D Mix) = lim inf ^— \C ÍM; x, x + h) - C ÍM; x, x - h)\,
—2- b~0+      2h

and we say that M satisfies the property  /     if SC D Mix) > - oo except perhaps

for points of a scattered set. For the definition and properties of scattered sets,

we refer to [14] and [12]. For an interval [a, b[, we let 3)([a, b[) = the family of all

bases in [a, b], i.e. B £ iB([a, b[) if and only if B C [a, b] with measure  b - a and

a, b£ B (cf. §5). Then, for each B £ $([a, bV), let

Sj¡l"íVa, bV, B) = \M | M is  C -continuous in B and  SC -continuous in ]a, bV\.

Define

SC  P = (SÍ", SC D, % 31, T ).
n n 72

Then SC  P is a derivate system on a, which furthermore satisfies the additional

axioms (3)5), ($6), (3Ü6), (Á) in §5, and also iW) in §3- For 72 = 1, 2, 3, • • •,

the SC   P-integrals are called a scale of symmetric  CP-integrals, which is more

general than Burkill's scale of CP-integrals.

Similar to the CP-scale, the SCP-scale also has the consistency theorem,

i.e. if / is  SC  P-integrable, it is also SC     .P-integrable and two integrals are

equal. Although the SC P-integral is not as general as James' P" + 1-integral [ll],

[12], the SC  P-integral is additive as an interval function (by property (C) in §2),

while  P"+ -integral fails to have this property (cf. [25] and [7]).

We note that for this derivate system SC  P, if we replace the inequality prop-

erty / .   to mean that F satisfies  / . if and only if SC. D Fix) > - 00 except per-

haps for points of a countable set, then we get a new derivate system, denoted by

SCP. Then the SCP-integral is just that defined by Burkill in [5]. However, SCP-

and SCjP-integrals are equivalent due to the remark at the end of [12].

6.4. The MZ-integral and the SCP-integral. We obtain a MZ-integral and a

SCPR-integral and prove that both are equivalent to the  SCP-integral of Burkill

[5]. We take .8, Sm    and SCjD as those in subsection 6.3, and consider a new

legitimate mapping SmR defined by
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l, ß)=|SJHR(A, B)={M\M £S%1  and, for each h > 0 with x + h £ A,

b Mix + u) - Mix - u)

Tu-

except for points x in a countable setV

,.       Çh MKx + u) - MKx - u) ,        .        ...  . . ,.  .    .
lim-^-du exists (finite or infinite)

e_0+Je 2a

For each A = [a, b[ and  M £ 5ÎHR(A, B), define

„  U| !     , •     .  , 1   Çh Mix + u) - Mix - u)   .    . r      , r
B M\x) = hm inf T-du for x £ la, b[,

s h-~0+   b JO 2a

n   ,.i  \     n „/  \     ,.     .  , 1   f* Mia + u) - Mia)   ,
B  Mia) = B M(a) = hm inf T-du,

„  w,ï      „„/ ^     ,.     . cl   fh Mib)-Mib-u)   ,
B  Mib) = B Mia) = hm inf T-du.

B  M(x) is called the symmetric lower Borel derivate of M at x. Let

SCPR - (5)HR, SCjD, SB, 51. / )    and

MZ = (5ÎTÎR, B   , S, ft, D,

where /   is defined to be that  F satisfies  /   if and only if SC D Fix) > - °°

iresp. B  Fix) > — °°) except perhaps for points of a countable set. Then SCPR

and MZ (as well as SCP, mentioned at the end of subsection 6.3) are derivate

systems on  a, and satisfy all the extra axioms in §5, except that SMR ([a, b[, B)

may not contain all the functions continuous in  [a, b\. However, one can prove

that the function co used in the proof of Theorem 5 belongs to S MR ([a, b[, B).

Thus, all the results in §5 are applicable to the 5CP-, SCPR- and MZ-integrals.

We note that the MZ-integral is just that of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [l5l ex-

cept that the latter was defined by using Lebesgue integral instead of Perron in-

tegral.

Now, we establish two lemmas, which will be used to prove the equivalences

of MZ-, SCPR- and SCP-integrals.

Lemma 7. Let M £ S%R ([a, b[, B). Then B  Mix) exists if and only if

SC DMix)  exists, and the two are equal if they exist.

Proof. Let M    be the Perron primitive of M. Then it is easy to check that

SCX DMix) = D2MAx) and STADMÍx) = D2Mxíx), where

zMj(x + h) + Mxix-h) -2Mix)
D^M.ix) = lim inf-
~2    l 2h
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and AM,   is defined similarly. The conclusion then follows from Lemma 28 in [l5l.

Lemma 8. Let M £ s3H*([a, bV, B) and SC^MÍx) exist except perhaps for

points of a countable set. Then M £ Sm'RÍVa, bV, B).

Proof. Let SC DM(xQ) exist and let

xffiu) =  P izM(x0 +u)- M(x0 - u)\du.

Fot 0 < k < h,

M(x0 + u) - M(x0 -a) h ^'(H)
i-du = I     -a— du
)k 2a J k    2a

1 /^¿)_^U)+ r* ^«) ¿i
"Ï  l   h k      Jk   u2      f

by integration by patts. By the SC.-continuity of M, ifrik)/k —» 0 as  k —» 0 + .

For SC DzM(x0) finite,  \ftiu)/u2  is bounded for small zz; for SCjD(xQ) = + °°,

yjiu)/u2  is of constant sign fot small a. In all cases, one sees that

lim. __    \h \fiiu)/u2 du exists, so that  lim^g   ffc (M(xQ + u) - M(xQ - u))/2udu ex-

ists (finite or infinite), completing the proof.

Theorem 7. The SCP-, SCP„- and MZ-integrals are all equivalent.

Proof. By Lemma 7, one sees that the corollary to Theorem 5 applies to the

derivate systems SCPR (= P) and   MZ (= Pj), so that theSCP   - and the  MZ-integral

are equivalent. To see that they are also equivalent to the SCP-integral, note that

by the property (G) in §2, the SCP-integral is more general than the SCPR-inte-

gral. It remains to show that the  MZ-integral is more general than the SCP-inte-

gral. To do this, let / be a SCP-integrable function. Applying Theorem 5 to the

derivate system SCP, one obtains for / an appropriate SCP-major function  T and

an appropriate SCP-minor function t. Then by Lemma 8 and Lemma 7, one sees

that  T, t are respectively relevant   MZ-major and minor functions for /, so that it

is  MZ-integrable, completing the proof.

We remark that the integration by parts formula for SCP-integral stated by

Butkill in [5] temains unproved. Hence his proof of Theorem 5.2 in [5] (the  SCP-

integral solves the coefficient problem of the convergent trigonometric series)

breaks down. However, this theorem remains true by our Theorem 7 since it has

been proved in [l5]that the  MZ-integral solves the coefficient problem. We remark

that the proof in [15], without using integration by parts but using formal multip-

lication of series (cf. also James [lO]), applies to the  SCP-integral, too.

Acknowledgment. Special thanks are due to the referee for his valuable sug-

gestions and careful reading.
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